
Chapter 6  

Directions: Explain the differences between the terms in each pair. 

1. Heterogeneous mixture; homogenous mixture 

2. Atom; element 

3. Substance; mixture 

4. Compound; molecule 

Directions: For each statement, write T if the statement is true or F if the statement is false. If the statement is false, 

change the underlined word(s) to make it true.  

5. Gravity is matter because it does not have mass and volume. 

6. Each type of atom has a different number of smaller particles. 

7. The substances in a mixture are bonded together.  

8. All atoms of an element are alike. 

9. The atoms in a molecule are held together by chemical bonds. 

10. Compounds are made of atoms of the same element bonded together. 

Directions: For each definition, write the letter of the term that matches it correctly. Each term is used only once. 

11. Positively charged particle in the nucleus of an atom 

12. Region surrounding an atom’s nucleus where one or more electrons are often found 

13. Negatively charged particle that occupies the space in an atom outside the nucleus 

14. One or more atoms of an element having the same number of protons but a different 

number of neutrons 

15. Region at the center of at atom that contains most of the mass of an atom 

16. An atom that has a charge because it has gained or lost electrons 

17. The number of protons in the nucleus of at atom of an element 

18. Uncharged particle in the nucleus of an atom 

Directions: Write the term in parentheses that correctly completes each sentence.  

19. Electrons that are close to the nucleus have (more energy/less energy) than electrons that are farther from the 

nucleus. 

20. The atomic number is the number of (protons/neutrons) in the nucleus of an atom of an element. 

21. Isotopes have the same number of protons but different numbers of (electrons/neutrons). 

22. An ion has a charge because it has gained or lost (protons/electrons). 

23. A (positive/negative) ion has more protons than electrons. 

24. Adding a(n) (proton/electron) to a neutral atom produces a new element. 

A. Atomic 

number 

B. Electron 

C. Electron 

cloud 

D. Ion 

E. Isotope 

F. Nucleus 

G. Neutron 

H. proton 


